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1. Problem Statement 
 

Effective management of IT resources requires that various attributes describing the resources be 

available for cost allocation, cost optimization, reporting, compliance, and security purposes. 

These attributes must be consistently defined and available across organizational boundaries.  

 

The general concept of tagging resources applies to cloud and on-premise infrastructure in the 

server, network, storage and application domains. Cloud based computing environments offer 

standard tagging mechanisms, but nomenclatures and availability vary by vendor. 

 
The lack of a consistent set of enterprise level meta-data on IT resources across domains and 

organizational boundaries currently limits HUIT’s ability to address the above requirements. 

 

 

2.  Recommendations 
 

• Define a limited set of tags to be ‘Enterprise’ in scope and specify the naming, meaning and 

allowed content of the tags 

• Identify a group with the responsibility to maintain and evolve the set of enterprise tags and 

approve exceptions as appropriate 

• Implement automated mapping or translation processes if needed to convert tags from existing 

domain systems to the enterprise specification 

• Require all HUIT teams to maintain accurate inventories of IT resources and their appropriate 

Enterprise tags, in the central Configuration Management Database (CMDB). 

• Encourage all HUIT IT teams to provide the CMDB with additional information about resources 

which may be deemed important, but without the constraint of consistent naming or value 

formats. 

• Inform Harvard School IT partners of HUIT’s enterprise tagging policies and processes and use 

the Cloud Community of Practice to begin an effort to align tagging efforts across the University. 

• Define and document how tags are being used.  For example, reporting, backup, patching, 

configuration, etc.  This will help us identify impact of changing a tag value or help us with 

governance decisions.  For example, hosted_by tag was being used for backup and changing the 

value stopped backups on critical systems.  Documenting tag usage will allow us to successfully 

govern tag usage and minimize unintentional impact.   

• Tag values should be defined as immutable or mutable.  For example, environment is an example 

of a tag that should be mutable as it’s used by customers to identify application environments.  

An immutable tag example is  data_class since it has a defined set of values that cannot be 

changed. 

• All tag names should follow the same standard whether enterprise or local.  

• All tag values should follow the same format e.g., all lower case, use of camel case, no white 

space, etc. to simplify usage by automation tools. 

• Tag names should start with domain where relevant to visually denote usage.  Some existing 

examples include backup_policy and patching_policy 

• All enterprise tags that are identified as “M” (mandatory) should include values when that don’t 
apply to a resource.  EG. “ad_domain” is listed as mandatory for AWS, Azure, and VMware but 
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only has values of “fas” and “uni” but not all servers connect to Active Directory.  A value of 

“na” is necessary. 

 

 

3. Discussion 
3.1. The role of Tags in HUIT 

 
HUIT, like many IT organizations, is largely organized by IT technical domains.  Platform and server 

teams manage compute resources, network organizations own and operate switches and access points, 

backup teams manage the resources necessary to store and protect data. 

 

Each organization’s management of the technologies under their purview is augmented by the use of 

meta data or tags which hold attribute information about the resources they manage. Examples of tag 

information include the environment (development, stage, production), owner, cost center as well as 

technical data.  

 

Many of the systems, although robust, expect users to conform to specific design and usage 

conventions limiting their cross-domain value. Differences in the implementation and design of these 

individual tagging systems currently limit their use in answering broad cross organization questions 

around usage, cost, dependencies and security. For example, the AWS platform team may use a tag 

named ‘Environment’ with a value of ‘Production’, while the Azure team may use a tag named 

‘State’ with a value of ‘P-1’.  

 

When IT management review IT resources across different organizations and technical domains, they 

are faced with inconsistent tag usage. This presents itself both in the names of the tags used by 

different tools and organizations, as well as the allowed formats and values in those tags. These 

inconsistencies make aggregate reporting and analysis very difficult. 

 

3.2. Standardization of Selected Tags for Enterprise use 
 

Requiring adherence to a single monolithic tagging nomenclature is inadvisable. Many of the 

existing individual systems have developed over time, provide specific domain functionality 

and cannot be easily changed. Much of the information about IT resources in a technical domain is 

important, if not essential, to the successful management of the resources by the operators of the 

domain. For example, AWS administrators need to know the configuration of elastic load-balancers, 

which style of RDS database is used by an application, and if the virtual server is used for production 

operation. These systems provide significant value and should continue to operate. 

Nevertheless, there is a clear need for a relatively small number of tags to be ‘Enterprise’ in scope, 

with consistent naming conventions, standard content and meaning. 
 

The primary tool for managing IT service-related data in an ITSM environment is the Configuration 

Management Data Base (CMDB). The existing ServiceNow based CMDB is the logical container for 

managing the meta-data held in enterprise level tags as well additional information about resources 

which may be deemed important but does not require consistent naming or value formats. 
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3.3. Criteria for Enterprise Tags 
 

From an enterprise management perspective, the non-technical and/or operational attributes of a 

resource are often the focus of interest. 

 

Criteria for selecting Enterprise Tags may include: 

• Data necessary to understand: 
o Usage 
o State 
o Ownership 
o Cost allocation 
o Service and Applications support by the resource 

• Attribute information that supports operational requirements such as backups and patching 

• Attribute information that describes and supports automated resource creation and 
management  

These criteria, and others, should be considered when determining the need for an Enterprise Tag. As 

a practical matter, this process will start organically and stabilize over time. 

 

3.4. Mapping of Enterprise Tags Within Resource Domains 
 

The names and values of tags within each existing resource domain may, or may not, currently 

conform to the naming of the attribute in the Enterprise CMDB, nor may the values align to the 

standard created for enterprise level tags.  

 

Whenever possible, existing tags nomenclatures should be aligned to the standard for enterprise level 

tags in order to minimize the number of variant names and values of the same attribute across 

different technical domains. However, as discussed above, this may not always be practical. In these 

cases, an automated translation or mapping process can be implemented in order to convert the 

existing local meta-data into the enterprise tag form and content. 

 

3.5. Propagation of Tag Information to the Enterprise CMDB 
 

Where enterprise management identifies attributes in local resource domains that must be propagated 

to the Enterprise CMDB, it is up to the organization owning the resource domain to craft a means of 

providing the required information. 

 

The HUIT organization has procured several tools, such as CloudAware and LogicMonitor, that do 

resource discovery by looking into platforms, such as AWS and VMWare, and identifying IT 

resources. This information is aggregated into the tool’s internal database. This is a convenient way of 

acquiring information about resources. Further these tools often have pre-built connectors that 

populate Configuration Management tools such as ServiceNow’s CMDB. 

 

When using tools such as these, it is up to the local resource domain team to ensure the Enterprise 

Tags and values conform to the Enterprise Tag standard as the information is moved to the CMDB. 

 

In other situations, there may not be an existing tool that can provide discovery or propagation to a 

CMDB. In these cases, custom procedures or code may be needed to provision the CMDB with the 
requisite information. 
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3.6. Use of Automation for Effectiveness and Efficiency 
 

A central goal of the Enterprise Tag Standard process is the use of automation to the greatest degree 

possible.  

 

In principle, tagging of IT resources should take place at the time the resource is created. In the case 

of resources that are created by Ansible Tower or by SCCM, the scripts used to create the resources 

should contain the directives that create the tags in the appropriate platforms. For example, an Ansible 

script to create an AWS virtual machine should also create the tags that identify the server as a 

production machine using the correct Enterprise Tag name and value. 

 

Where automated resource management is not available, in principle the tag names and values should 

be defined as early in the life-cycle as possible, and only once. 

 

3.7. Mandatory vs. Optional Enterprise Tags 
 

Given the great variety of resource domains, it is a given that not all IT resources will be able to 

support all Enterprise Tags. 

 

It is up to the organization managing the local resource domain and the team responsible for 

enterprise tag management to agree which tags will be required for each domain. Once agreed, 

then the resource domain must provide the agreed tag information in the standard name with 

standard values. 

 

3.8. Tagging Practices at Harvard 
 

While initially scoped to the HUIT organizations, HUIT routinely manages IT resources belonging to 

Schools and other organizations. As a practical matter, any IT resources that fall under the 

management of HUIT organizations must conform to the tagging standard. As HUIT interacts with 

Schools and other organizations, they must inform them of this approach and take steps to ensure that 

School and other organization resource information makes its way to the Enterprise CMDB. 

 

The Cloud Community of Practice can be used as an initial vehicle for discussion of and 

alignment of enterprise tags with HUIT’s University partners. 

 

 
4. Updates, Exceptions, and Waivers 

IT environments undergo continuous change. As a practical matter, it is important to manage that 

changes with as much automation as possible to maximize both effectiveness and efficiency of 

IT operations. This means updating the standards as the mix of resources change. Just as 

important as knowing what a resource should be tagged, is a sense of where exceptions are 

important, and an inventory of waivers to the standards with the reasons the waivers were given. 

 

4.1. Updates to these Standards 
 

The responsibility for tasks related to maintaining and updating enterprise tags should be clearly 

defined.  Should the scope of change be large enough, an additional round of peer and management 
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review may be required. This material and updates will be cross-published on the EA web site and 

in the HUIT TPS Confluence wiki site. 

 

4.2. Waivers and Exceptions from these Standards 
 

There may be some circumstances where standards have not yet been defined for a class of resource. 

Under these circumstances a waiver for that class can be allowed, as long as there is management 

concurrence. This becomes the basis for updating the standards document. The responsible organization 

must keep a log of waivers. 

 

In the event there is an applicable name or tag standard for a resource, but there are compelling reasons to 

deviate from them, exceptions may be granted. Under these circumstances, the responsible organization 

must grant the exception in writing. The responsible organization must keep a log of exceptions. 
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5. Standard Enterprise Tag Names 
 

The list of Standard Enterprise Tags identified in this document represents that essential set of 

information that management needs to conduct cross-organizational and cross-technical domain 

management. Also, since not all tags are relevant to all technology domains, this section sets out 

the mandatory and optional tag usage per technology domain. 

 

This list is simplified for presentation purposes. A complete table with additional descriptive 

material can be found in the side-car Excel spreadsheet for this document. 

 
 

5.1. Enterprise Tag List 
 

The following table describes tags that must be used in a consistent fashion across IT 

organizations and technical domains. 

 

 
Enterprise Tag Name Purpose Content 

Backup Policy 
CMDB name: 
backup_policy 
  
  
  
  

Indicates the backup policy in effect 
for the resource. Applies primarily 
to resource type of server. 

One of: 
No policy 
No backup needed 
Daily Incremental, monthly full 
Daily incremental only 
Monthly full only 

Criticality 
CMDB name: criticality 
  
  
  
  

Used to identify the criticality of 
the resource, typically thought of in 
terms of availability, but can 
accommodate other criteria. 

One of: 
Foundational / Life Safety 
Mission Critical 
Critical 
Important 
Non-Critical 

Data Classification 
CMDB name: data_class 
  
  
  

Denotes the maximum level of 
sensitivity of data contained or 
managed by the resource. This 
usually applies to servers and 
databases. 

One of: 
L1 
L2 
L3 
L4 
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Environment 
CMDB name: 
environment  

Used to indicate the operating level 
of a resource. Production indicates 
the resource is configured to full 
standards and policies for 
operational use by the intended 
users. Non-production indicates a 
(generic) lower-level environment 
that is less exposed, and may use 
lower standards and policies for 
operation. Other values provide a 
finer-grained indication of 
operating level. The remaining tags 
highlight the traditional stages of 
promotion towards Production. 

One of: 
Production 
Non-production 
Stage 
Test 
Development 
Sandbox 

Hosting Organization 
CMDB name: hosted_by  

Used to indicate the support group 
that is responsible for providing 
tier-2 level support and beyond.  
 
Non-HUIT support groups are 
included particularly where there is 
a collaborative relationship with 
HUIT. 

One of: 
 
HUIT Orgs: 
AD, LTS, AT, DevOps-
APT12, DevOps-APT3, 
DevOps-APT4, DevOps-
APT4-OT, DevOps-APT5, 
DevOps-APT6 
 
Non-HUIT Orgs: 
NOC, GSD, HLS, RC, UHS, 
HUP, HAS 
  
  

Server Platform 
CMDB name: platform 

Used to distinguish between the 
major operating system types and 
enable better visibility within 
configuration management. 
  
This is primarily used with server 
resources. 

One of: 
linux 
windows 
appliance 
other 
  

Product 
CMDB name: product  

Used to associate a set of 
application configurable items (CI) 
with a business product. The 
primary use-case is where a 
business product consists of 
multiple application components 
which may use a variety of 
resources such as servers, 
databases, and middleware 
components such as IAM. 

Multi-valued list separated by 
commas, using values: 
<Application Name Value 
Encoded by CMDB> 
 
Examples include: Sponsored 
Research Administration (GMAS) 
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The process of defining business 
application inventories is being 
developed by the CMDB 
Workgroup. Relating these 
applications to components (in the 
style of a bills-of-material) is also 
being defined in the CMDB. 

 
 

 

5.2. Enterprise Tag Usage 
 

The following table describes tags that must be used in a consistent fashion across IT 

organizations and technical domains. Mandatory indicates the tag must be associated with every 

resource within the technology domain. Optional indicates the tag is helpful when associated 

with the resources in the technology domain. ‘n/a’ indicates the tag is not relevant to the 

technology domain. 

 

 
 TECHNOLOGY DOMAIN  

ENTERPRISE TAG AWS Azure VMWare Network Storage Backup 

Backup Policy 
CMDB name: 
backup_policy 

M M M n/a O n/a 

Criticality 
CMDB name: 
criticality 

M M M M M M 

Data 
Classification 
CMDB name: 
data_class 

M M M n/a O O 

Environment 
CMDB name: 
environment 

M M M M M M 

Hosting 
Organization 
CMDB name: 
hosting_org  

M M M M n/a n/a 

Server Platform 
CMDB name: 
platform 

M M M n/a n/a n/a 

Product 
Configurable Item 
CMDB name: 
product   

M M M O O M 
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Legend:  
M = Mandatory 
O = Optional 
n/a = Not 
Applicable 
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6. Enterprise Tags Pending Implementation 
 

The promotion of local domain tags to Enterprise level is a living process that reflects changes in 

configurations, technologies, and processes. This section addresses tags that are needed, but have 

not been fully defined, ratified, or implemented. During routine review cycles of the use of tags, 

some of these will be promoted to the Enterprise Tag list, while others may continue to evolve, 

or be deprecated. 

 

6.1. List of Pending Enterprise Tags 
 

The following table describes tags that will become Enterprise Tags once an implementation 

plan is completed. 

 

 
Proposed Tag Name Purpose Content 

Accessible from the 
Internet 
CMDB name: 
internet_accessible 
  
  
  

Used to assert that the resource is 
intended to be visible to the 
internet. 

One of: 
Yes 
No 

Single component 
Security Standard 
exception 
CMDB name: 
one_exception 

Flags a resource as having a waiver 
for a single component of the 
Security standard. 

One of: 
Inventory Collection 
Endpoint Detection 
Windows Anti-Virus 
Logging 
Vulnerability Scanning 
Monitoring 
Manage Configurations 

Patching Order 
CMDB name: 
patching_order 

This tag is applied to a group of 
servers that support an application.  
For example, a common application 
stack includes, web, app, search, 
database.  Patching_order would 
be used by automated patching 
tools to define order to shutdown 
servers for patching, web, app, 
search, then db, implement 
patching and then the order to 
startup servers, db, search , app, 
then web.  

One of: 
1 - Web – first 
2 - App – second 
3 - Search – third 
4 - Db – fourth 
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Patch Policy 
CMDB name: 
patch_policy 

Used to define patching frequency 
and weekly timeslots. 

 One of: 
Zero-day + Monthly 
Zero-day + Weekly 
On-demand 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 

 

 

6.2. Usage for Enterprise Tags Pending Implementation 
 

The following table describes the usage of tags that will become Enterprise Tags once an 

implementation plan is completed. Mandatory indicates the tag must be associated with every 

resource within the technology domain. Optional indicates the tag is helpful when associated 

with the resources in the technology domain. ‘n/a’ indicates the tag is not relevant to the 

technology domain. 

 

  TECHNOLOGY DOMAIN  

PROPOSED TAG AWS Azure VMWare Network Storage Backup 

Visibility to the 
Internet 
CMDB name: 
internet_visible 

M M M n/a n/a n/a 

Single 
component 
Security 
Standard 
exception 
CMDB name: 
one_exception 

O O O n/a n/a n/a 

Patching Order 
CMDB name: 
patching_order 

M M M n/a n/a n/a 

Patch Policy 
CMDB name: 
patch_policy 

M M M n/a n/a n/a 

              

Legend:  
M = Mandatory 
O = Optional 
n/a = Not 
Applicable 
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7. Deprecated Enterprise Tags 

These tag names have been removed from the Enterprise tag list. 
 

Deprecated Tag Notes 

AD Domain 
Deprecated in the DevOps domain. NEW – Not used, can be used by other 
schools, not enterprise.  

app_ci_id 
Deprecated in the DevOps domain. NEW – Not used and should be local 
not enterprise.  

automation_bootstrapped 
Deprecated in the DevOps domain. NEW – Not used and should be system 
/ local  

created_by Deprecated in the DevOps domain. NEW – Not used and should be local  

department Deprecated in the DevOps domain 

exception 
Deprecated in the DevOps domain. NEW – Managed by InFoSec 
Vulnerability Management  

huit_assetid Deprecated in the DevOps domain. NEW – Local for HUIT only  

op_policy 
Deprecated in the DevOps domain. NEW – Not used and should be local 
not enterprise.  

owner Deprecated in the DevOps domain 

project Deprecated in the DevOps domain 
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